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1. Neptune 4.1: Background
The software upgrade Neptune 4.1 provides Users with substantial new features and
functionality. We also released Neptune patches (4.10) during 2020 to help support
practices during the Covid crisis and to deal with minor bug fixes and enhancements. This
User guide brings information about all these changes into one document. Its purpose is to
make sure Users are aware of all the features which have been added or changed, so they
can get full use of Neptune when managing near patient testing.
We appreciate practices have had a huge amount to deal with and some of the information
we sent may have been low on the list of priorities at that time. Hopefully, this guide will
help all Users get up to speed quickly and help you get the most out of Neptune.
Features added in the 4.10 to 4.1 upgraded are prefixed with ‘NEW’ in the Index so they
can be easily found.

2. NEW-Drugs not Issued/Managing Patients coming off drugs.
Neptune 4.1 has introduced a new button ‘Drugs not Issued’ on the Appointment Reminder
Screen. This step needs to be added into your Neptune Run procedure. We have amended
the ‘Neptune (Monthly) Run’ tick lists and you can find these at the end of this document
and on our website.

Drugs not Issued
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Why do you need to check Drugs not Issued? Because some action may need to be taken.
This indicates something might have changed and Neptune is highlighting this to you, so
you can check. The patient might be on a drug break, on holiday, trying an alternative drug
or no longer be taking this drug.
If they are still taking the drug, then testing is still required. If they have stopped taking the
drug, then an appropriate Stop Date needs to be put in. Do be aware that some drugs, like
Amioderone, require testing after the drug has been stopped.
The ‘Drugs not Issued’ function was already available to Users but was only found on the
Neptune Reporting screen, see below, this meant Users doing this task needed to leave the
Neptune Run partway through to go off and check Drugs not Issued on a different Neptune
Screen.

To use the ‘Drugs not Issued’ button (in either location). It is necessary to go and pre-set
the number of days a drug needs to have been not issued for, before Neptune will alert you.
The pre-setting only needs to be done once.
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To pre-set the alert for number of days since a drug was issued:
Go to the Advanced Administration screen.

Select ‘Number of Letters’, this will bring up the following screen.

Type the number of days required into the 3rd text box titled, ‘No days no issue to review’.
We suggest 120 days as the default if your practice has no preference. Some practices
have set this to 90 days. Click the save icon, this will save and exit the screen. You have
now pre-set the number of days permanently. If you later want to change your pre-set
number of days, overtype to amend.
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Using the ‘Drugs not Issued’ button
From the Appointment Reminder Screen, click on the ‘Drugs not Issued’ button, to open the
following screen.
The pre-set number of days will be visible here. Click ‘Select’ for Neptune to populate the
list of patients, see below.

On this screen you can do 2 key things with a populated list:
Once you have generated the list, you can review each patient in turn using ‘Review’.
Users can also print the generated patient list, by clicking Print List.
Note: if you have not completed this pre-set, you will need to key in the required number of
days each time you wish to complete this task. Also, the colour coding on the Patient Drug
Record will not function for Drugs not Issued, so you won’t get the benefit of this new
feature.
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3. NEW-Process for dealing with a Drug not issued after X days.
From the Appointment Reminder System Screen, click ‘Drugs not Issued’.

This will bring up the No Issued Drugs Review screen.
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Click on the patient you wish to review (usually the first on the list) this highlights them and
then click ‘Review’ to bring up their Patient Drug Screen (for the drug/s that have not been
issued).

Go into SystmOne/EMIS to check what is going on for this drug for this patient. This is likely
to be in the prescribing record.
Check if the GP has stopped prescribing the drug.
For example: GP initially prescribed drug A but it wasn’t a great fit, so the GP prescribed
drug B as an alternative, however it was worse, so the GP swopped that patient back to
drug A. So, drug B has stopped being prescribed. Note the actual date the drug was last
issued.
If the drug has been stopped, the correct next action is to stop drug B in Neptune by
entering an appropriate Stop Date on the patient drug record. See ’How to stop a drug
(Drugs not Issued)’.
If the drug has not been stopped, then testing should be continued. Why might a patient be
flagged in Drugs not Issued if the drug is still needed? They may not have requested a
prescription, be on holiday or have been given a longer prescription for example. See ‘How
to continue a drug (Drugs not Issued)’ below for more information.
How to stop a drug (Drugs not Issued)
Go back into Neptune.
Note: when putting in a Stop Date there are a couple of things to think about.
1. Stop Date- must be after issue date
2. Stop Date should be when you wish to stop TESTING e.g. now or in +1 year. This
information is in the shared care protocol summary on the Patient Drug Details screen.
Amioderone for example- has a testing requirement of ‘12 months following discontinuation’
In Neptune, click ‘Drugs not Issued’ and bring up the required patient for ‘Review’. Using
the actual stop date from SystmOne/EMIS and the shared care protocol information
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summarised on the Patient Drug Details Screen, enter the Stop Date on this screen. So, for
Amioderone, you would take the actual stop date and add 1 year (365 days) to that date to
create the Stop Date.

Click ‘Update’ to save and ‘Exit’ to return to the patient list.
The patient name will still be on the list, even if you have entered a stop date. In this
screen, patients are not automatically dropped off the list, as they are in other Neptune lists.
(Of course, if the database is updated at any point later, when the Drugs not Issued list is
re-populated the appropriate patients will no longer be on it)
To remove them from the list now, you will have needed to have entered a stop date and
then you can refresh the list by re-clicking ‘Select’. Select will update the list.
How to continue a drug (Drugs not Issued)
If the drug flagged in Drugs not Issued, is still required then testing should continue, and
you need not make any changes on the Patient Drug Details screen.
You may wish to add a temporary note for yourself in the Notes box, which can stay until
the drug is re-issued, when it can be removed.
Handy Tip for processing Drugs not Issued patients:
As the processing of patients with Drug issues requires you to make checks in
SystmOne/EMIS, print the patient list and use this to make all the checks in the practice
system, annotating the printed list as you go. Once complete, you can return to Neptune
and complete processing all the patients in one go, using the annotations to assist you. This
will save you from swopping between Neptune and your practice system for each patient.
What if the patient is taking more than one drug and has Drugs not Issued?
If the patient has more than one drug which has not been issued, when you click ‘Review’
for that patient, the following pop up screen will be displayed to alert you.
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You will need to check both drugs in your practice system for this patient and then enter
appropriate Stop Dates (as required) on both drug records. Until both/all drugs are
processed, clicking Select to refresh the list will not remove the patient.
Note, (using the example we used earlier in this section) if the patient restarts taking drug B
in the future, the patient will be picked up as part of the stopped drug re-issued procedure.
Drug Patch Install and Program Patch Install, now accessible from only the Primary PC

Patch Installs are now only accessible from the primary Neptune PC. Running them here
will automatically update any satellites too.
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Added Feature: Find Missing Tests where a test has been added to an existing drug (after
Drug Patch Installs)
When you have run a Drug Patch Install and a new test has been added to an existing drug
in Neptune, you need to bring in the missing test data. We have added a feature on the
Drug Patch Updater screen which allows you to do this, see below.

Click the ‘Find Missing Tests’ button to open the following screen
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Now, select the drug/s which have had test/s added in the update, now click ‘Apply’.
Neptune will find test data for patients with missing standard tests on that drug.
The following confirmation box will appear, so you can confirm you want to make these
changes.

Click OK to confirm changes.
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4. Changes to the Patient Drug Details Screen:
Summary diagram of new features on Patient Drug Details Screen:

Colour coding
Non-standard Testing - Non-standard Period
Different reminder Letters Required
Drug Not issued beyond 120 days (or number of days you pre-set)
Using extended Test period
Reset Tests button
Extend & un-extend Testing
Colour coding on the Patient Drug Details screen:
To make it easier for Users to see at a glance what has been set on this screen, we have
introduced a range of colour coded features.
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Green: (Of particular note during Covid), is the extended test indicator. There is a whole
section on the process required for extending tests. Please read that section before
applying ‘extended tests’. Note: extended tests may not be suitable for all patients.
Cyan (Pale Blue): Non-standard testing is now coded cyan, this is not for extended tests
which will be applied during Covid only, usually this is what you would use for any nonstandard tests applied or non-standard test periods applied. Non-standard tests are applied
to individual patients only.
Orange: Indicates drug not issued for specified period. See section ‘To pre-set the alert for
number of days since a drug was issued’. If you have not pre-set the number of days, this
will not highlight orange.
Yellow, Purple, Navy and Red: Reminder letters due are now colour coded, so Users can
see which drugs require Reminders and which Reminder is due.

5. Extending Testing Periods during COVID
What do we mean by extended test periods? We mean that the interval required between a
test and its repeating can be extended. So, for a particular test, you can increase the time
that is permitted to elapse before the test is required again. This is a measure that has been
put into Neptune to support practices during Covid. There is area specific guidance that
should be checked as part of this process.
For Leeds Practices:
Leeds CCG has issued guidance for extending monitoring for patients requiring near patient
testing during Covid, we have integrated this new guidance as an option in Neptune. We
have taken the maximum extension period for each drug range as the extension default
which you will be able to apply. Please also ensure you check the most up to date
Guidance.
IMPORTANT – Extensions must only be applied with agreement from a GP.
For Northampton Practices:
Northampton has issued guidance for extending monitoring for stable DMARD patients
during Covid, we have integrated this new guidance as an option in Neptune. We have
taken the maximum extension period for each drug range as the extension default which
you will be able to apply. Please ensure you check the most up to date Guidance.
IMPORTANT – Extensions must only be applied with agreement from a GP.
Guidance for preparing to extend test periods (All practices)
Rather than going through every patient in your database, we suggest a rolling program
where you identify the patients in the reminder category (patients late with tests) and those
with upcoming tests. To do this you will need to print the following lists for GP agreement.
Reminder Letter 1
Reminder Letter 2
Reminder Letter 3
GP to Review
Upcoming Tests Review
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You print these lists, submit them to the appropriate GP(s) for agreement on which
patients are safe to move to an extended testing period and what that period should
be. They may need a copy of the Guidance to do this. Only agreed patients can have their
tests extended.
Ask that the reviewed and annotated lists are returned to you. It may be easier to do the
resetting later if you keep a copy of this list.
You will be able to print the lists from the following screens:
From Appointment Reminder Screen, go to ‘Reminder Letters’ button, and generate each of
the Reminder Letter’s 3, 2 and 1 patient lists and print the lists (not letters!).

Use the “Print List” option on the above screen to print each of the 3 lists.
Now on the Appointment Reminder Screen, click ‘GP to Review’ button. Generate the list
and print to obtain the GP to Review list.

Finally, to create the Upcoming Tests list, go to the Neptune Main Menu.
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Click ‘Reports’.

Now click ‘Upcoming Testing’. Generate the list.

And print the list.
You now have the set of 5 lists you need to take to the GP for consideration the first time
you set up extended tests.
How to apply extended test periods
Have the lists the GP has already annotated to hand.
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In Neptune, go back and re-generate the first list. For each list, you will need to Review
each patient, checking with the corresponding patient on list the GP has annotated.
If the patient is to have their tests extended, you will do this on their Patient Drug Details
screen.
The “Extend Periods” button appears just above the “Testing Requirements” grid.
The button only appears if there are defined extended testing periods available against the
drug & BNF category. (We have pre-set these to match the maximum extended period in
the Guidance)

When the ‘Extend Periods’ button is clicked, the extended testing periods are applied, and a
note is added to the Notes “Extended testing Period Applied - 06/04/20 at 17:00:21”.
The screenshot below shows you what the screen will look like once the extended tests
have been applied.

Please Note: Once you have extended a testing period it will remain in force until it is
switched back off.
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Should the pre-set testing period be different from the one agreed by the practice GP then,
still click the Extend Periods button but adjust the new Test period(s) manually.
Managing Extended Tests over the forthcoming months
During Covid and if you are extending tests, you will need to include extending tests as part
of your regular Neptune Run. Doing this will mean you pick up new patients with overdue or
upcoming tests and can extend their tests using the procedure already outlined in sections;
‘Guidance for preparing to extend test periods’ and ‘How to apply extended test periods’.
So, on a regular basis (probably as part of a Neptune Run) you will:
Complete column 2 on the Appointment Reminder System screen as usual. Before you
start working down column 3- Generate only the following:
1. Reminder Letter 1 list
2. Upcoming Tests lists for GP to annotate regarding extended tests.
3. GP to Review list- check this as normal before you print it
Before you give 1 and 2 to the GP, check the notes column and cross off any patients who
have already had extended tests applied. The GP does not need to look at these again for
this process.
While the GP is annotating the lists you can continue to produce Reminder Letter 3 and 2
as usual.
When the annotated lists are returned, go into Neptune:
A. If there are any outstanding matters regarding the GP to Review list, deal with these.
B. Re-generate the Reminder 1 list. If necessary, remove any new patients who have
appeared on this list that are not also on the GP’s annotated list. These will be patients who
have become due between the time you generated the list and you returning to Neptune.
(You can deal with these new patients in the next monthly run.)
Review the patients on the Reminder 1 list, extending tests where appropriate.
You will be left with patients who have not had their tests extended and who do need to be
sent Reminder letter. Produce these as usual.
C. Re-generate the Upcoming Tests list and one patient at a time, ‘Review’ and extend the
patients test as per the GP instructions on the annotated list.
We have created new Covid tick lists to manage extended test and they are at the end of
this document, so you can print and use them.
NEW: Un-extend Test Periods Button
When the extended tests are no longer required, the extended test period(s) can be reset
back to the pre-Covid defaults by clicking the ‘Un-extend Periods’ button on each patient
drug record.
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Please note: an automatic reset is planned as part of a Neptune patch, as yet we don’t
know when this will be needed/scheduled, but we will let you know as soon as we can.

Use of Reset Tests to bring patient in line with current testing standards
Reset Tests is not used to un-extend test periods. Reset Tests is used to bring testing for
this patient in line with current standard testing requirements for that drug. You might use it
for example to bring a non-standard test regime back to the standard for that single patient.

Extending monitoring for non-CCG monitored drugs
If you have added your own drugs to monitor, outside of the CCG monitoring. We have
provided this facility, so in agreement with a GP/GP’s, during Covid, you can extend the test
period for these drugs too.
When deciding if extended test periods should be applied, the same principles and
standards for extended CCG tests should be used. Please read section ‘Guidance for
preparing to extend test periods (All practices) see P 15, before making any changes.
For non-CCG maintained drugs, if you have agreed at a practice level to extend the test
periods for a specified drug/s, go to the Appointment Reminder System screen
and click ‘Drugs’, to bring up the following screen.
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and click ‘Drugs’, to bring up the following screen.

Select the Drug, using ‘Abbreviation’ or ‘Generic Name’.
Then select the test you need to extend in the Standard Testing Requirements box. Now,
type the number of days interval you require for the extended test period into the ‘Extended
Period’ box.
Now click ‘Update’ and ‘Exit’ to save the change and leave the screen.
Once you have applied the test extension for this drug, the ability to extend the test will now
appear in the appropriate patients’, Drug Details screen.
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Please Note: Once you have extended a testing period it will remain in force until it is
switched back off. You cannot amend an extended test cycle that has been applied. If a
change is required, you will need to Un-extend the test period and then set up a new
extended test.
Now you have set up the internal mechanism in Neptune to allow extended tests for
particular drugs, you need to go to the section ‘Guidance for preparing to extend test
periods (All practices)’ on page 15 and follow the instructions for setting up extended test
periods for patients and how to manage extended test periods going forwards. The relevant
pages are p15 up to p19.
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Applying SnoMed Codes for tests added at a practice level.
Neptune is pre-set for all standard tests’ SnoMed codes. Some practices, however, wish to
have practice specific monitoring and tests. In this case, a practice may want to add a
SnoMed code for a test. To do this, go to the Appointment Reminder System screen and
select ‘Codes and Defaults’.

In the Codes and Defaults screen, select ‘Codes Type SM’, for SnoMed code.

Then complete the ‘Code’ and Description boxes. Accuracy is needed here, so do check for
typos. Once you have completed the Code and Description boxes, you need to click Update
to save the Code and Exit to return to the Appointment Reminder Screen.
Now, from the Appointment Reminder Screen, select ‘Tests’.
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In the Tests screen, you can select the test from the dropdown menu and then add the
SnoMed code and description required in the SnoMed Codes box. See below.
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Changes to the Neptune Reporting Screen.
We have made two changes to this screen, firstly an ‘Upcoming Testing’ feature and
secondly a ‘Check Tests’ feature.
We have also ensured that the Reception list is more clearly identifiable as the Reception
List when it’s printed.

Changed on this screen are the following;
New feature- Check Tests

New feature- Upcoming Testing

Reception List in Letter Re-Print now labelled as Reception List when it prints
Upcoming Testing Feature- allows you to identify testing which is going to be required
soon so you can manage it.
In the section about Extending Testing periods during Covid, specifically in ‘Guidance for
preparing to extend test periods (All practices)’ p15- 19; we explain how to use Upcoming
Testing to plan for tests that will be needed soon. We also cover how to consider if
extending the testing cycle may help you manage these upcoming tests.
You can use Upcoming Tests at any point when you want to check which patients are due
for testing soon, not just during Covid.

6. Running Upcoming Tests, for planning ahead
Click on ‘Upcoming Testing’ on the Neptune Reporting screen to open the following screen.
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Days to start looking for who should be coming in (can be negative).
Days to look up to.
You can determine the number of days in two ways. Firstly, by clicking on one of the
Number of Days boxes and overtyping. When you have a number in both the Number of
Days boxes, click Select to populate the list.

Secondly by clicking on the book icon and using the calendar to select the date, which will
automatically result in the number of days being set.
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Clicking on the book icon opens the calendar below. Double click to select the date that you
want. The date selected will then recalculate the total (number of days) in the
corresponding box.

Then click Select to populate the list.

Once you have a populated list, you can ‘Print List’, which will provide you with the list of
patients and tests upcoming in the period you specified.
You can also, ‘Review’ a patient on the list exactly as you can elsewhere in Neptune.
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You also have the option to ‘Park Selection’ to hold this process, so you can return to it later
Finally you have the options to ‘Remove’ a patient from the list or to
‘Clear’ the list completely so you can restart generating a fresh list.

NEW: Check Tests feature to manage all non-standard testing (not extended
testing)
Click on the ‘Check Tests’ button on the Neptune Reporting screen to open the following
screen. This screen allows you to manage any non-standard tests that have been added
into Neptune.

This screen provides you with the following key Features:
1. Find only Non-Standard Testing flag
2. Include only tests in the test grid OR Exclude the tests in the test grid - from the search to
find patients
3. Print List showing the tests found against the patients listed for the search parameters
4. Review a patient drug record
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When you enter this screen, the Find Non Standard Testing Only flag is already set. If you
click ‘Find Patients’, Neptune will populate the list with all patients who have non-standard
testing set up on their Drug record.
If you want to exclude a test from your search, simply click ‘Exclude Tests’ and use the
dropdown menu to select the test you wish to exclude. Now click ‘Find Patients’ to refresh
the list.
If you want to include a specific test, simply click ‘Include Tests’ and use the dropdown
menu to select the test you wish to include now click ‘Find Patients’ to refresh the list.
Changes to the Neptune Administration Screen
On the Neptune Administration screen some options which are no longer needed have
been removed. The new screen now looks like this.

New Feature – Mass Setup, see Mass Setup section for details.
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The Mass Setup feature, can be used for setting up new patients for CQC drugs
On the Neptune Administration screen ‘Mass Setup’, could be used to help manage the
process of bringing in New Patients where touch time on each patient is not required i.e.
there is a universal testing scheme. For example, Ramipril requires u+e yearly.

Click ‘Mass Setup’ to bring up the following screen.
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From this screen you are able to apply a mass set of data to a particular drug. This facility is
in principle designed to set up CQC drugs where some fields are not needed or can be
mass set. It can be used to mass change some fields on Patient & Patient Drugs screens, if
they are currently blank. You should ensure you have GP agreement to use this feature.
There are some things you need to be aware of.
1. Mass Setup will only complete fields on the Patient and Patient Drug Details screens
where they are currently blank.
2. You cannot Mass Setup any drug that has more than one BNF Category which could
apply to it.
3. The pre-set flag for mass setup is that changes will only be applied to NEW patients.
4. When Mass Setup is applied (provided ‘New Patients Only’ is still ticked), you will be
prompted to remove patients that mass set up has been applied to from the ‘Continue New
Patients’ list. (see later for more details).

First, select the Drug you wish to complete Mass Setup against by clicking the drug. This
will highlight the drug and add a tick in the ‘Apply to Drug(s)’ field.

Now, complete the fields you wish to populate your mass data set up for this drug. The field
options are in the blue circle above. Use the drop-down arrows
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for Usual GP and Clinical Condition to correctly complete these fields. Add dates to the 2
date fields.
Then check that you are happy with all 4 completed fields for that drug.
Now, click ‘Apply’ to confirm the mass setup changes.
This will bring up a confirmation screen, see an example below.

You have to click ‘OK’ to confirm the action which is summarised on this screen.
If the change applies to new Patients only (New Patients Only is ticked), then you will be
prompted to remove patients from the New Patients List for this drug, see below. Clicking
‘Yes’ will remove the patients from the list. Clicking ‘No’ will leave them on the list to
process as usual.
If New Patients Only is NOT ticked on the Set More Patient Data screen, this confirmation
does not appear, and the patients remain on the Continue New Patients list in the Reminder
System.
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Mass change of patient data e.g. moving patients from one GP to another
From the Neptune Administration Screen,

Click ‘Set Patient Data’ to open the following screen, we have added a facility to change all
patients easily from one Usual GP to another.
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To do this, click on Change Usual GP. Use the dropdown arrow to pick up the GP you wish
to move patients from and then pick up the GP you wish to move patients to.

Now click ‘Apply’ to make the change required. You will now see a confirmation screen.

If you are happy with the change shown on the confirmation screen, click’ OK’. If not, click
‘Cancel’ to return to the previous screen.
The options on the Set Patient Data screen not mentioned here, were previously in
Neptune and are not covered here.
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Editing the Reminder Letters, we have simplified this procedure.
If, in the past, you edited your Reminder Letters, you will have seen that to access the
letters you had to go through a screen before you could get to the screen where you could
edit your letters, we have improved this so you now directly access the editable letter
template.
To navigate to the editable Reminder Letters, go to the Advanced Administration screen
and select ‘Letter Template Maintenance’.
This will bring up the following XML Form Designer screen.

Click on the Folder icon, see above, to bring up the list of letters. Now click on the letter you
wish to edit, which highlights it.

Then click ‘Select’.
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This picks up the letter ready to open. Click ‘Form Designer’ to open the letter.

The editable letter will now open, You may need to bring it to the front as Windows
sometimes brings it up behind the ‘Wait’ message box, which has a green processing bar.
Note the green processing bar stays/continues while you are in the SOS Template
Designer, so don’t wait for it to stop.
You can now edit the letter, remembering not to delete any of the double << or >> as these
are required.
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When you have finished the editing, don’t forget to save your changes. Click ‘Save As’ and
remember not to change the file destination or Neptune won’t know where to find the letter.
A last thing about letter editing, you still have to edit each letter, so be aware that a change
in one does not change all. This is for technical reasons and currently we can’t change this.

NEW: How to automatically synchronise Usual GP and Registered GP
From the Advanced Administration Menu. Click ‘System Parameters’.

This will open the ‘Maintain Drug Reminder System Parameters’ screen. On this screen
there is now an option to synchronise Usual GP to Registered GP, see arrow below.
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The default (which is not visible) is Nothing or N for not synchronised.
If you wish the Registered GP to automatically match/populate Usual GP. Type Y in this
box. Then click the
save icon to save your change.
Go back to Reminders screen, click Import Drug Issues, bring in the reports, this
synchronises Registered GP and Usual GP.
Once this flag is set, each time drug issues are imported, patients with a drug issue will
have their Usual GP synchronised to Registered GP.
If this flag is set to Y, if that GP does not exist, that GP will be automatically added to the
DR codes.
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NEW: How to Check for Base Line Tests, when required.
The default in Neptune is Nothing or N to not check that testing was done before the ‘Date
Started’ on the Patient Drug Details screen. This means that Neptune assumes baseline
testing has been done.
If you have a concern that the baseline testing may not have been done, go to Advanced
Administration screen, and select ‘System Parameters’, see below.
Now set ‘Check for Baseline Tests’ to Y and press ,
(the save icon) to save the
change.
Neptune will now check for tests before the ‘Date Started’ on the Patient Drug Details
screen, to make sure baseline testing has been done.
We have introduced this facility on the request of practices; some of whom found tests to be
missed at the start, so wished to check for them.
You may leave this facility switched on. Using this facility does not change your normal
Neptune run.
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In Letter Re-printing, the Telephone and Reception lists are now labelled.
In the Reports Screen of Neptune, you can reprint letters and also print lists, including the
Telephone List and Reception List. In the past these lists (once printed) were easy to
muddle up, you asked us to give them clear labels and so we have. I have put examples of
what they now look like below.

NEW: Added confirmation screen when printing Reminder Letters to avoid
accidental printing of a batch of Reminder Letters.
We have added a new confirmation screen as part of the Reminder Letter printing protocol,
to help stop letters being printed by accident. This additional step should make it easier for
Users to only print letters when they want to.

NEW: Changes in Importing process into Neptune.
NEW: On Import screen, how many days overdue since Neptune was last run message
added.
We have added a warning to alert Users that it is over 60 days since Neptune was last run.
This warning will of course only appear if Neptune has not been run for over 60 days.

NEW: On Import Testing Screen- Neptune can record historical test history, so
you will no longer need to keep running in 365 days’ worth of data, see process
for details.
Before this upgrade, there was a periodic need to run in 365 days’ worth of data; when a
new test was added in a Drug Patch or when a patient transfers into your practice who is
already on a Neptune drug. This was particularly burdensome for SystmOne practices who
have to run in multiple reports to achieve this.
What do you need to do first? Once the 4.1 Software Patch has been run, you will need to
go and import 365 days’ worth of Drug and Test reports into Neptune.
Why? To pre-load Neptune with a full year of data. After that, Neptune will then retain each
additional month of data as you complete a standard Neptune run each month/fortnight, in
this way Neptune will always have a rolling year’s worth of data to call upon. This is a one
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off exercise.
NEW: When to use the new historical test history feature: called Re-apply History’
There are two reasons/occasions where you will now use ‘Re-apply History’
1. a new drug is added to drug monitoring,
2. a patient transfers to your practice who is already on a monitored/Neptune drug.
For 1. If a new drug is added as part of a drug patch, the accompanying instructions will
now tell you to ‘Re-apply History’.
For 2. To capture any testing that should be applied to a new patient that has transferred
into your practice, we have added a new step into your standard Neptune Run (see
ticklists).
NEW: How to use the new Re-Apply (test) History feature:
The feature ‘Re-apply History’ is located from the Neptune Appointment Reminder screen,
in the ‘Import Testing’ button.
In a standard Run, when you get to ‘Import Testing’ step, you will now see the following
screen, with the newly added feature ‘Re-apply History’.

You need to click ‘Re-apply History’, then you will see the following popup screen,

Click ‘Yes’ to apply the 365 days’ worth of data to transferred/new patients and/or a newly
added test for a drug in Neptune.
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Then continue with the next step in the Neptune Run, as usual.

NEW: Login changes to help reduce login errors.

1. Neptune will now default to current username @ domain name if the User ID is blank or
has been cleared. This should help to reduce login in errors.
This will work for the majority of Users.
It will be particularly useful for new Users to Neptune as it will automatically pick up and
apply the domain at the point of sign in. Should this ever not be the case, do contact
support and they will sort the login for you.
The possible exception (particularly at the moment) is that this feature cannot work where a
User is logging in to Windows using a Microsoft account (e.g. working from home via a
VPN). If this is the case, simply continue to login as before, again if you have a problem, let
us know via support.
2. On the second Neptune Login screen (System Login), we have changed this, so it
automatically completes the generic login (NEPTUNE) for you making it even easier to
login.
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NEW: In Patient Reminders screens, patients now automatically removed from
the Reminder letter list when reviewed.
In the Reminder screens, Neptune generates a list of patients who require a particular
Reminder letter (e.g. REM 1). We have changed Neptune so that once a patient is
reviewed/ amended and compliant, which would mean the patient should no longer be on
the Reminder Letter List, then they will be removed automatically.

Neptune now shows you what version you are on, making it easier to see that it is
up to date.
We have changed Neptune, so that the version of Neptune you are on is displayed at the
bottom of Neptune screens. We now display both the Software Version (Program Patch)
and the Drug Patch Version.
This helps you see at a glance the Software and Hardware versions you are running.

Software Version

Drug Patch Version

Latest Neptune Manuals can be found directly from your desktop Neptune folder
In the Neptune folder on your Desktop, in the ‘Documentation’ folder, there is a link to the
latest copy of the Main Manual, see below.
We also regularly post updated guides, manuals, How To’s, FAQ’s and checklists to our
website www.neptunesolution.co.uk
We are always grateful to receive feedback about Neptune, its website and its manuals and
guides, so if there is anything you would like to tell us about these, do let us know.
caroline@escsoftware.co.uk
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Neptune and Social Media
You can now follow us on social media: For the latest news and insights or tips and tricks.
Also contact us with any questions you may have or any improvements you would like to
see in Neptune.
We are here to help.
Find us on Facebook or Instagram
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1. Monthly Checklist SystmOne Standard: with extended tests during
Covid
1.

Re-run Neptune monthly reports in SystmOne:
Monthly: Issue any drug 0-30d ago



Monthly: issue any drug 30-60d ago



Monthly Numeric reading 0-60d ago



Monthly: Registration status



2.

Export each report to the ‘Neptune Import’ folder



3.

Enter Neptune



4.

Run ‘Import Drug Issues’



5.

Process any ‘Continue New Patients’



6.

Process any ‘Stopped Drugs Re-Issued’



7.

Process any ‘Drugs not Issued’



8.

Run ‘Import Testing’ and Re-apply history



9.

Run’ Import Registration Status’



Before you start working down the 3rd column, Generate only the following:
1. Reminder Letter 1 list
2. Upcoming Tests lists for GP to annotate regarding extending test periods.
3. GP to Review list- check this as normal before you print it
Before you give 1 and 2 to the GP, check the notes column and cross off any patients who have already had
extended tests applied. The GP does not need to look at these again for this process.
While the GP is annotating the lists you can continue to produce Reminder Letter 3 and 2 as usual.

10.

Run ‘Introductory letters’ for any new patients



11.

Run ‘Reminder Letters’ number 3



12.

Run ‘Reminder Letters’ number 2
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13.

When the Lists come back from the GP:
A) If there are any outstanding matters regarding the GP to Review list, deal with these.
B) Re-generate the Reminder 1 list. If necessary, remove any new patients who have appeared on
this list that are not also on the GP’s annotated list. These will be patients who have become due
between the time you generated the list and you returning to Neptune. (You can deal with these
new patients in the next monthly run.)
C) Review the patients on the Reminder 1 list, extending tests where appropriate.
You will be left with patients who have not had their tests extended and who do need to be sent
Reminder letter. Produce these as usual.

14.

Run any Reminder Letter 1’s left on the list

15.

Re-generate the Upcoming Tests list, and for each patient that needs extending, ‘Review’



and extend the patient’s test as per the GP instructions on the annotated list.

16.

Back up Neptune



17.

Import Reminders back into SystmOne



18.

Delete monthly reports so no patient data remains on PC 
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1. Monthly Checklist EMIS: with extended tests during Covid
1. Re-run Neptune monthly reports on EMIS
Issue any drug 0-60 days ago



Numeric Readings 0-60 days ago



Registration status



2.

Export each report to the ‘Neptune Import’ folder



3.

Enter Neptune



4.

Run ‘Import Drug Issues’



5.

Process any ‘Continue New Patients’



6.

Process any ‘Stopped Drugs Re-Issued’



7.

Process any ‘Drugs not Issued’



8.

Run ‘Import Testing’ and Re-apply history



9.

Run’ Import Registration Status’



Before you start working down the 3rd column, Generate only the following:
1. Reminder Letter 1 list
2. Upcoming Tests lists for GP to annotate regarding extending test periods.
3. GP to Review list- check this as normal before you print it
Before you give 1 and 2 to the GP, check the notes column and cross off any patients who have already had
extended tests applied. The GP does not need to look at these again for this process.
While the GP is annotating the lists you can continue to produce Reminder Letter 3 and 2 as usual.

10.

Run ‘Introductory letters’ for any new patients



11.

Run ‘GP to Review’



12.

Run ‘Reminder Letters’ number 3
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13.

Run ‘Reminder Letters’ number 2

14.

When the Lists come back from the GP:



A) If there are any outstanding matters regarding the GP to Review list, deal with these.
B) Re-generate the Reminder 1 list. If necessary, remove any new patients who have appeared on
this list that are not also on the GP’s annotated list. These will be patients who have become due
between the time you generated the list and you returning to Neptune. (You can deal with these
new patients in the next monthly run.)
C) Review the patients on the Reminder 1 list, extending tests where appropriate.
You will be left with patients who have not had their tests extended and who do need to be sent
Reminder letter. Produce these as usual.

15.

Run any ‘Reminder Letters’ number 1 left on the list

16.

Re-generate the Upcoming Tests list, and for each patient that needs extending, ‘Review’



and extend the patient’s test as per the GP instructions on the annotated list.

17.

Back up Neptune



18.

Delete monthly reports so no data is left on PC
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1. Monthly Checklist SystmOne Large Practices: with extended tests
during Covid
1. Re-run Neptune monthly reports in SystmOne:
Issue any drug 0-30d ago



Issue any drug 30-60d ago



For Large Practices only- Numeric Reading 0-30d ago



For Large Practices only- Numeric Reading 30-60d ago 
Monthly: Registration status



2.

Export each report to the ‘Neptune Import’ folder



3.

Enter Neptune



4.

Run ‘Import Drug Issues’



5.

Process any ‘Continue New Patients’



6.

Process any ‘Drugs not Issued’



7.

Run ‘Import Testing’ and Re-apply history



8.

Run’ Import Registration Status’



Before you start working down the 3rd column, Generate only the following:
1. Reminder Letter 1 list
2. Upcoming Tests lists for GP to annotate regarding extending test periods.
3. GP to Review list- check this as normal before you print it
Before you give 1 and 2 to the GP, check the notes column and cross off any patients who have already had
extended tests applied. The GP does not need to look at these again for this process.
While the GP is annotating the lists you can continue to produce Reminder Letter 3 and 2 as usual.

9.

Run ‘Introductory letters’ for any new patients



10.

Run ‘GP to Review’



11.

Run ‘Reminder Letters’ number 3
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12.

Run ‘Reminder Letters’ number 2

13.

When the Lists come back from the GP:



A) If there are any outstanding matters regarding the GP to Review list, deal with these.
B) Re-generate the Reminder 1 list. If necessary, remove any new patients who have appeared on
this list that are not also on the GP’s annotated list. These will be patients who have become due
between the time you generated the list and you returning to Neptune. (You can deal with these
new patients in the next monthly run.)
C) Review the patients on the Reminder 1 list, extending tests where appropriate.
You will be left with patients who have not had their tests extended and who do need to be sent
Reminder letter. Produce these as usual.

14.

Run any Reminder Letter ‘s left on the list

15.

Re-generate the Upcoming Tests list, and for each patient that needs extending, ‘Review’



and extend the patient’s test as per the GP instructions on the annotated list.

16.

Back up Neptune



17.

Import Reminders back into SystmOne



18.

Delete monthly reports so no patient data remains on PC 
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